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IV Pole Folding Sideguards

Waterproof Mattress

The dual gas spring assisted tilt system has four 

points of support to give complete stability at 

any height or degree of tilt. The system is smooth 

and easy to operate.

Head-end and foot-end adjustment are achieved 

though gas spring assisted handles at each sides  

of the bed. Fowler and semi fowler positions are easily 

obtained by this system.

Technical Specifications

Length:      86”

Width:          36”

Height:         Min 16“ - Max 28”

Tilt:                  Head Down 12 deg      Foot Down 7 deg

Castors:                 5”  Locking Castors - Dual Castors

WWorking Load:    125 kg

Optional Accessories

The Model 227-HP ICU bed is the latest offering

in our product range that provides the verstaility and 

ease-of-use that are vital in today’s patient care 

enviroment. It’s four sections are designed to give 

correct, comfortable postural support to the patient’s 

body at all angles.

This model is specifically designed to be partially This model is specifically designed to be partially 

C-Arm capable. The unique Y shape of the bed

eases access of C-arms for imaging of patient’s chest.

The Model 227-HP-02 bed includes height adjustment by means of a 

hydraulic linear actuator. Height adjustment is obtained by operating 

pedals placed at both sides of the bed. The adjustment is effortless and 

quiet, adding comfort for both, the patient and nursing staff. Each of 

the four sections are made of high quality fibre glass panels for x-ray 

translucency.

 

The permanently flat seat section assists in patient comfort and, in The permanently flat seat section assists in patient comfort and, in 

junction with the knee break, reduces shear by preventing the patient 

from slipping down the bed.

All structural parts are protected by a durable epoxy powder coating 

which compared to normal spray paints, significantly reduces the 

number of chips and scratches, adding years to the life of the bed
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